
 

Lenses Lab 
 

Measurement of the Focal Length of a Converging Lens 

 

A. Distant Object 

 Each team of students should pick up a converging lens from the instructor, these 

should have focal lengths somewhere between 5 and 15 cm. Hold the lens parallel to a 

window, put a blank piece of paper behind the lens, away from the window. Adjust the 

paper location until a distant object (such as a tree outdoors) comes sharply into focus. 

Use a meter stick to measure the distance from the lens to the paper, this will be equal to 

the focal length (approximately). For an object infinitely far away, p=∞ and the thin-lens 

equation gives q = f.  

(Q1) Would you expect your measured focal length to be too high or too low? 

Why? 

(Q2) Is the image real or virtual? 

(Q3) Is the image upright or inverted? 

(Q4) Is the image enlarged or reduced? 

 

B. Lens-Makers' Equation 

 (Q5) Is your lens (just look at it) bi-convex (), plano-convex |), plano-concave |(, 

or bi-concave )( ? 

 Calculate the radius of curvature of your lens surfaces using the Lens-Makers' 

Equation, 
1
f    =  (n – 1) 
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 where the sign convention for R1, R2 is 

  +,+ for (( +,– for () –,– for )) –,+ for )( 

Use n = 1.52. If your lens is biconcave or biconvex, assume magnitudes R1 = R2. If the 

lens is plano-convex or plano-concave, assume R = ∞ for the flat side. Show the details of 

your calculation. 

 

C. Thin-lens Equation 

 Return the converging lens to the instructor, use the PASCO optical bench and 

accessories for the following part. 

 Plug in and turn on the incandescent light source. Put the "Diffuser" from the 

accessories case over the front gap of the incandescent light (it will stay in place mag-

netically). Put the "Crossed Arrow Target" on a holder and place up close to the light 



 

source and diffuser. Put the "48 mm F.L. Convex Lens" on a holder and put the holder 

about 10 cm from the arrow target. 

 Note: The distance values on the side of the optical bench are in mm. 

 Note: The positions of the lens and target is not the position indicated by the white 

marker at the side of the holder. 

 Put the white target screen (it also has a cm scale on it) on a holder and put them 

on the optical bench on the opposite side of the lens from the light and target. Adjust the 

screen position until a sharp image of the target can be seen on the screen. 

Determine the object distance p, this is the distance from the target to the lens. 

Determine the image distance q, this is the lens to screen distance. Many students confuse 

the image distance with the focal length, only when using a very distant object (p ≈ ∞) is 

the image distance the same as the focal length (q ≈ f). The focal length is a measure of 

how much the lens bends light, it is not something that only applies when using distant 

objects or parallel rays of light. 

Measure the height of an arrow on the object (target) and measure the height of 

the corresponding arrow in the image. Calculate f using the thin-lens equation 

Repeat for two new object distances, make a table with your measured values and 

calculated focal lengths. 

(Q6) The focal lengths you got from the three trials were probably all different 

from each other and different from the focal length (F.L.) given on the lens. List as many 

sources of error as you can think of that could explain these differing numbers. 

(Q7) Were the images real or virtual? 

(Q8) Were the images upright or inverted? 

 (Q9) For each of your trials, calculate the magnification from the measured h and 

h' values, also calculate the magnification using your measured object and image dis-

tances. Compare and discuss. 

 

 

 (Q10) When you use a lens to focus the sunlight and start a fire, the lens must be 

converging. Is an image being formed by the lens? If so, what is being imaged? 

 

 (Q11) It has been suggested that even a pair of diverging-lens (assume they are 

plano-concave) eyeglasses could be used to start a fire on a desert island by pouring water 

into the concave section. Could this work? Explain. 


